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Design and Performance Prediction
of Space Vector Based PMU Algorithms
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Abstract—Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) are expected to
be the basis of modern power networks monitoring systems.
They are conceived to allow measuring the phasor, frequency
and rate of change of frequency (ROCOF) of electrical signals in
a synchronized way and with unprecedented accuracy. PMUs
are intended to apply to three-phase systems and to track
signal parameters evolution during network dynamics. For these
reasons, the design of the algorithms and, in particular, of the
filters that allow rejecting the disturbances while preserving the
passband signal content is a paramount concern.

In this paper, a novel space vector approach is proposed. It
exploits the three-phase nature of the monitored signals together
with proper lowpass and differentiation filters. Analytical formu-
las for performance prediction under almost all the test conditions
prescribed by the synchrophasor standard C37.118.1 for PMUs,
are introduced. The given expressions are extremely accurate,
thus allowing to derive the filter design criteria for phasor,
frequency and ROCOF computation, so that the requirements
in terms of estimation errors can be easily translated into filter
specifications. The implications of the proposed approach in prac-
tical PMU design are illustrated by means of two simple design
examples matching P and M compliance classes respectively for
all the test cases of the standard. The reported performance prove
the validity of the proposal.

Index Terms—Phasor Measurement Units, Space Vector, Dig-
ital Filters, Voltage Measurement

I. INTRODUCTION

Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) are going to become
the cornerstone of the monitoring systems of electric power
networks, due to their capacity to measure voltage and current
phasors with respect to an absolute Coordinated Universal
Time (UTC) reference. PMUs have better accuracy and higher
reporting rates (up to 50-100 frames/s for a fundamental
frequency of 50 Hz) than conventional measurement devices.

Requirements for synchrophasor, frequency and rate of
change of frequency (ROCOF) measurement accuracies have
been, for instance, set in the IEEE C37.118.1 standard [1],
which, along with its amendment IEEE C37.118.1a [2], fixes
the limits for the Total Error Vector (TVE), absolute frequency
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error (FE) and absolute ROCOF error (RFE) of PMU measure-
ments under specific tests. The adopted test signals are de-
signed to stress the PMU behavior under different conditions,
thus covering both steady-state (off-nominal frequency condi-
tions, harmonic and interharmonic distrubances) and dynamic
operation (amplitude and phase-angle modulations, frequency
ramps and steps in both amplitude and phase). The standard
defines two accuracy classes for PMU compliance: P class,
for protection applications, and M class, for measurement
applications.

In recent years, great attention has been paid by the sci-
entific community to algorithms for synchrophasor, frequency
and ROCOF measurements, that are able to cope with different
conditions and, in particular, with the dynamic conditions
electrical signals can undergo in real applications. A wide
range of techniques have been employed: Phase-Locked Loop
[3], Taylor expansion of phasor model [4], [5], two channel
dynamic model matching with condition detection [6], [7],
Interpolated DFT [8], and its extension to dynamic conditions
[9], demodulation and filtering approach [10], Kalman filtering
[11], [12], compressive sensing [13]. Such algorithms rely on
different models of the measured signal, trying to deal with
typical conditions occurring in real applications. A detailed
discussion on the algorithms and their peculiarities can be
found in [14]. However, the common idea of dynamic syn-
chrophasor measurements is to extract the bandpass signal
of interest around the fundamental frequency, while rejecting
unwanted disturbances.

Even if many different algorithms are proposed in the
literature, much less attention is paid to PMU design and,
in particular, to the three-phase nature of the signals. The
most widespread approach in PMU implementation employs
a filtering stage for each phase after having reported the
components of interest to baseband frequencies.

The standard itself suggests (Annex C) algorithms to com-
pute synchrophasor, frequency and ROCOF in compliance
with P and M classes based on this paradigm. In [15] the
design criteria of the required filters are presented, while
in [16] filter mask design for M class compliance, for both
the standard architecture and the frequency tracking one, is
discussed.

In [17] a space vector (SV) approach for positive sequence
synchrophasor and frequency estimation characterized by an
extremely low computational burden was introduced. IIR fil-
ters were adopted, while magnitude, phase and frequency were
obtained by least squares (LS) interpolation.

In this paper, the SV approach is generalized and extended
to the complete design of the estimation algorithm for syn-
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chrophasor, frequency and ROCOF. Disturbances are rejected
by proper FIR filters and analytical expressions, derived for the
proposed architecture, permit to predict the results of almost
all the compliance tests required by the standard. On the other
hand, these equations allow translating the requirements in
terms of TVE, FE and RFE into filter design specifications.
The high accuracy achieved by such expressions is shown, and
examples of filter designs for P and M class compliance are
reported to illustrate the potentialities of the method. The algo-
rithm is computationally light and allows the trade-off between
accuracy and speed to be straightforwardly implemented for
each specific application.

II. MEASUREMENT MODEL AND CONVENTIONAL
APPROACH

The definition of synchrophasor is reported in [1], starting
from the time-domain expression of a generic ac signal. In
this respect, let us consider a three-phase system characterized
by its rated frequency f0 and rated angular frequency ω0.
Using the vector notation, a three-phase quantity xabc (that
is typically represented by a set of three-phase node voltages
or line currents) can be written as the sum of a fundamental
component x1,abc and a disturbance dabc:

xabc(t) = x1,abc(t) + dabc(t) (1)

The letters a, b, c are employed to denote the phases of the
power system. For each phase, the main component is given
by:

x1,p(t) =
√

2X1,p cos [θ1(t) + ϕ1,p] (2)

where X1,p is the rms value of the component, ϕ1,p its phase
angle, and p ∈ {a, b, c}. In (2) the monotonically increasing
angle θ1 has been introduced. It can be expressed as:

θ1(t) =

∫ t

0

ω1(t′) dt′ (3)

with respect to a reference time instant, in this case t = 0.
The angular frequency ω1 > 0, namely the derivative of the

angle θ1, is always close to the rated value ω0. Even if it is
not evident from the equations1, both the rms value X1,p and
the angular frequency ω1 depend on time; however, their rate
of change is much slower when compared to ω0.

The disturbance introduced in (1) can be decomposed into
the sum of several spectral components, each one characterized
by a different frequency (as in the compliance tests [1]). In
terms of phase quantities:

dp(t) = X0,p +

∞∑
k=2

√
2Xk,p cos[kθ1(t) + ϕk,p]+

+

∞∑
k=1

√
2Xnh,k,p cos[θnh,k(t) + ϕnh,k,p]

(4)

X0,p represents the unidirectional component. The first sum
considers the harmonic disturbances, namely sinusoidal terms
whose frequencies are integer multiples of ω1. The second

1The time dependence of the variables is here explicitly indicated only
when their rate of change is significant with respect to ω0.

sum takes into account non-harmonic (subharmonics and
interharmonics) disturbances. Similarly to θ1, the monotonic
increasing angle θnh,k is defined as:

θnh,k(t) =

∫ t

0

ωnh,k(t′) dt′ (5)

By definition, the ratio between ωnh,k > 0 and ω1 is not an
integer.

Now let us consider again the main component; using the
Euler’s formula, (2) can be rewritten as:

x1,p(t) =
√

2<
[
X̄1,p e

jθ1(t)
]

(6)

having introduced X̄1,p = X1,pe
jϕ1,p as the phasor of the

fundamental component (the symbol < denotes the real part
operator). The same applies to the disturbances:

dp(t) = X0,p +
√

2<

[ ∞∑
k=2

X̄k,p e
jkθ1(t)+

+

∞∑
k=1

X̄nh,k,p e
jθnh,k(t)

] (7)

X̄k,p = Xk,pe
jϕk,p and X̄nh,k,p = Xnh,k,pe

jϕnh,k,p are the
phasors of the generic harmonic and non-harmonic component,
respectively.

From (6) and (7), a phase quantity is expressed as sum
of rotating vectors projected on the real axis of a stationary
reference frame; the phasor of each rotating vector expresses
its magnitude and initial phase. On the other hand, from
[1] the synchrophasors X̄1,a,S , X̄1,b,S , X̄1,c,S of the phase
quantities xa, xb, xc can be defined as projections of the
rotating vectors of the respective fundamental components on
a common reference frame rotating at ω0 (the rated angular
frequency of the power system) synchronized to UTC. Using
the vector notation, this leads to:

X̄1,abc,S(t) = X̄1,abce
j[θ1(t)−β(t)] (8)

β represents the instantaneous angular position of the refer-
ence frame, whose derivative is ω0. An ideal synchrophasor
estimation algorithm should perfectly reject the disturbing
term, extract the phasor of the main component, and compute
its projection on the synchronous reference frame. Most of
the techniques are based on the formal definition of phasor,
thus on the Steinmetz transform, which corresponds to the
Fourier coefficient of the main component. After that, the
reference frame has to be changed in order to obtain the
synchrophasor. Unfortunately this approach, which appears
to be the most straightforward, is antithetic to the concept
of “dynamic phasor” introduced by [1], since it assumes
periodic steady state operation characterized by a fundamental
frequency which has to be known in advance.

III. THE SPACE VECTOR APPROACH

Many applications, such as state estimation of transmission
networks, only require to measure the positive sequence syn-
chrophasor X̄1,+,S . Usually, the synchrophasors of the phase
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quantities are firstly measured, and the positive sequence com-
ponent is extracted by applying the Fortescue transformation:

X̄1,+,S(t) =
S̄√
3
X̄1,abc,S(t)

S̄ =
[

1 ᾱ ᾱ2
] (9)

being ᾱ = ej2π/3. Using (8), (9) can be rewritten as:

X̄1,+,S(t) =
S̄√
3
X̄1,abc e

j[θ1(t)−β(t)] = X̄1,+ ej[θ1(t)−β(t)]

(10)
where X̄1,+ represents the positive sequence phasor of the
main component. (10) shows that the positive sequence syn-
chrophasor represents the projection of the positive sequence
rotating vector on the common, UTC-synchronized reference
frame. This reminds a technique that was developed for the
study of rotating electrical machines, but that can be applied to
generic three-phase quantities: the space vector transformation.
In particular, in [17] it has been employed by the authors
for synchrophasor estimation. Starting from the time-domain
expressions of the phase quantities, the space vector x̄ in a
d-q reference frame rotating at the angular speed ω0 results:

x̄(t) = xd(t) + jxq(t) =

√
2

3
S̄ xabc e

−jβ(t) (11)

Using (6) and (7), while reminding that the real part is equal
to half of the sum between a complex and its conjugate, it is
possible to obtain:

x̄(t) =

∞∑
k=−∞

X̄k e
j[kθ1(t)−β(t)]+

+

∞∑
k=−∞
k 6=0

X̄nh,k e
j[sgn (k)θnh,|k|(t)−β(t)]

(12)

It is worth noticing that for k > 0, X̄k is equal to X̄k,+,
hence the positive sequence phasor of the k-th order harmonic,
where X̄nh,k is the positive sequence phasor of the k-th non-
harmonic component, i.e. X̄nh,k,+. Similarly, when k < 0,
X̄k and X̄nh,k correspond to X̄∗k,− and X̄∗nh,k,−, namely
the complex conjugates of the |k|-th order harmonic and
|k|-th non-harmonic component negative sequence phasors,
respectively [18]. Summarizing:

X̄k = X̄k,+; X̄nh,k = X̄nh,k,+ k > 0

X̄k = X̄∗k,−; X̄nh,k = X̄∗nh,k,− k < 0
(13)

From (12), the space vector is the sum of harmonic and
non-harmonic synchrophasors rotating with different speeds.
For each one, the absolute value of this speed corresponds
to the angular frequency of its real and imaginary parts,
possibly slightly modulated by the slow amplitude changes
[17]. Keeping in mind that the target is the estimation of
the positive sequence synchrophasor, supposing that the phase
quantities have been properly measured with a sampling time
Ts, (12) can be rewritten as:

x̄(nTs) = X̄1,+,S + d̄(nTs) (14)

with n integer. The vector disturbance d̄ has been introduced,
which is given by:

d̄(nTs) =

∞∑
k=−∞
k 6=1

X̄k e
j[kθ1(nTs)−β(nTs)]+

+

∞∑
k=−∞
k 6=0

X̄nh,k e
j[sgn (k)θnh,|k|(nTs)−β(nTs)]

(15)

It is important to recall that, because of the data acquisition
system, d̄ also includes its noise and quantization error. How-
ever, if a proper acquisition is performed, the contribution is
low and does not influence the discussion in the following. For
this reason, the standard [1] does not consider wide-band noise
in the tests, but it can be easily taken into account. Thanks to
the choice of the reference frame, the rotational speed of the
positive sequence synchrophasor is low, being ω1 close to its
rated value ω0. Having supposed that the angular frequencies
of the disturbing components are significantly different from
ω0, the positive sequence synchrophasor can be extracted
through proper low-pass filters. A first filtering stage H can be
applied to the real and imaginary part of the space vector, xd
and xq . Assuming that H̄ represents its frequency response
function, reminding that the variations of angular frequency
and magnitude are slow with respect to ω0, the filtered space
vector x̄f results:

x̄f (nTs) = X̄1,+,S,f (nTs) + d̄f (nTs) =

= H̄[j(ω1 − ω0)]X̄1,+,S{nTs − τH [j(ω1 − ω0)]]}+ d̄f (nTs)
(16)

being τH the group delay of the digital filter H , which only
depends on ω1 − ω0, and d̄f the residual disturbance after
filtering. The magnitude xf and phase ϕf of the filtered
space vector can be obtained. It is extremely important that
H reduces d̄f as much as possible, since it produces a bias in
the magnitude of x̄f which can no longer be removed. On the
other hand, the alternating component of the disturbance in
the space vector magnitude and phase can be further reduced
thanks to a second filtering stage:

xf,e(nTs − τM ) =

NM∑
k=0

xf [(n− k)Ts]M(k)

ϕf,e(nTs − τP ) =

NP∑
k=0

ϕf [(n− k)Ts] P (k)

(17)

M and P are linear phase FIR filters whose orders are NM
and NP , respectively. Their (constant) group delays are τM
and τP , which can be easily compensated as in (17).

A PMU, other than the synchrophasor, is supposed to
measure system frequency as well as ROCOF. According to
their definitions, both these quantities can be computed starting
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed PMU algorithm.

from ϕf , the phase of the filtered space vector:

∆fe(nTs − τF ) =

NF∑
k=0

ϕf [(n− k)Ts] F (k)

fe(nTs− τF ) = f0 + ∆fe(nTs− τF )

ROCOFe(nTs − τR) =

NR∑
k=0

ϕf [(n− k)Ts]R(k)

(18)

where ∆fe, fe and ROCOFe are respectively the frequency
deviation, frequency and ROCOF estimations. Filter F is a
properly designed partial-band FIR differentiator, character-
ized by its order NF and constant group delay τF . Similarly,
R is a FIR, NR-th order, partial-band double differentiator,
while τR represents its constant group delay.

Even if a stationary, positive sequence input with negligible
disturbance is assumed, xf,e and ϕf,e differ from the actual
magnitude and phase of the positive sequence phasor because
of the alterations introduced by filtering, in particular by
the input filter H . However, from (16) the filter response
only depends on the difference between rated and actual
angular frequency, hence on the frequency deviation ∆fe.
Therefore, after its estimation, the distortions due to H can
be easily compensated. The total group delay τe introduced
by the algorithm, which is fundamental for time-stamping the
estimations, results:

τe = τH + τD

τD = max(τM , τP , τF , τR)
(19)

Synchrophasor, frequency and ROCOF are evaluated accord-
ing to the selected reporting rate. The proposed PMU al-
gorithm based on the space vector transformation can be
summarized with the block diagram shown in Fig. 1.

IV. ANALYTICAL PERFORMANCE PREDICTION

The performance of the proposed synchrophasor and fre-
quency estimation technique depends on the frequency re-
sponse functions H̄ , M̄ , P̄ , F̄ and R̄ of the filters2. This makes
the algorithm extremely flexible, since the digital filters can
be tailored in order to achieve specific goals according to the
peculiar applications. The simple architecture allows to ac-
curately predict the results of P-class and M-class compliance
tests specified by IEEE Standard C37.118.1 [1] through simple
analytical expressions.

2For the sake of brevity, in the following H , M , P , F , R are used to
denote the magnitude responses of the filters

A. Steady-state tests

When considering steady-state tests, the three-phase input
signal contains a main, positive sequence component char-
acterized by the positive sequence phasor X̄1 = X1e

jϕ1

and the frequency f1, or alternatively the angular frequency
ω1. A positive sequence disturbance defined by its positive
sequence phasor X̄d = Xde

jϕd and frequency fd (angular
frequency ωd) is superimposed. fd may be multiple of f1

(harmonic distortion test) or not (out-of-band interference test).
An ideal PMU achieves perfect noise rejection, so it returns
the frequency f1, zero ROCOF, and the positive sequence
synchrophasor:

X̄1,+,S(t) = X̄1e
j(ω1−ω0)t (20)

The proposed PMU algorithm firstly requires to compute
the space vector of the sampled three-phase signal on the
synchronous reference frame whose instantaneous angular
position is β = ω0nTs:

x̄(nTs) =
(
X̄1e

jω1nTs + X̄de
jωdnTs

)
e−jω0nTs (21)

Filter H has to be applied to the direct and quadrature
components of x̄, thus obtaining x̄f :

x̄f (nTs) =
[
1 + K̄ej(ωd−ω1)nTs

]
·

· H̄[j(ω1 − ω0)] X̄1e
j(ω1−ω0)nTs (22)

being:

K̄ = KejϕK =
H̄[j(ωd − ω0)]

H̄[j(ω1 − ω0)]

X̄d

X̄1
(23)

The amplitude of the disturbance is much lower than the main
component and H is a low pass-filter, hence K is much smaller
than one. Under this assumption ϕf , namely the phase angle of
x̄f , can be accurately approximated by a first-order expansion:

ϕf (nTs) = ϕ1 + 6 H̄[j(ω1 − ω0)] + (ω1 − ω0)nTs+

+K sin[(ωd − ω1)nTs + ϕk]
(24)

The frequency deviation ∆fe can be evaluated by applying to
ϕf the FIR differentiator F . Filters F and H introduce their
group delays τF and τH . The first one is constant, while the
second is a function of the frequency deviation itself, hence
they can be easily compensated. The gain of filter F has to be
set so that its output is 1 Hz for a ramp input signal having
a slope of 2π rad/s, thus ensuring a theoretically zero error
supposing a constant, off-nominal system frequency and no
disturbing components. Being F a linear-phase differentiator,
∆fe is given by:

∆fe(nTs) = f1 − f0 +KF̃ [j(ωd − ω1)]·
· cos{(ωd − ω1)[nTs + τH(∆fe)] + ϕK}

(25)

having introduced F̃ as the amplitude response of filter F .
FEmax, namely the peak value of the frequency error can be
obtained as:

FEmax = KF [j(ωd − ω1)] (26)

The rate of change of frequency is obtained by applying
to ϕf the FIR linear-phase, double differentiator R. Having
compensated the group delays τR and τH , having introduced
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R̃ as the amplitude response of R, the estimated ROCOF can
be written as:

ROCOFe(nTs) = KR̃[j(ωd − ω1)]·
· sin[(ωd − ω1)[nTs + τH(∆fe)] + ϕK ] (27)

The input signal ROCOF is zero, hence the peak ROCOF error
RFEmax is:

RFEmax = KR[j(ωd − ω1)] (28)

Now, the synchrophasor magnitude and phase have to be
assessed. The first can be estimated by applying the low-
pass, linear-phase FIR filter M to the space vector magnitude.
As usual, the group delays can be compensated and xf,e is
obtained. If it has unitary DC gain, M does not introduce
errors in case of a purely positive sequence, sinusoidal steady-
state input signal. Under these conditions, xf,e is constant but
may differ from X1 if the frequency is not equal to its rated
value, because of the magnitude response of the input filter
H . Since it depends on the frequency deviation (that has been
previously obtained) the resulting error can be compensated,
thus leading to the following expression of the estimated
synchrophasor magnitude xe:

xe(nTs) = {1+KA cos{(ωd−ω1)[nTs+τH(∆fe)]+ϕK}X1

(29)
where:

A = M̃ [j(ωd − ω1)]− dH(jω)

dω

∣∣∣∣
ω=ω1−ω0

2πF̃ [j(ωd − ω1)]

H[(j(ω1 − ω0)]
(30)

Being M̃ the amplitude response of filter M . Further details
are reported in Appendix A.

The analytical expression of the estimated synchrophasor
phase angle can be derived in a similar fashion. The proposed
algorithm requires to apply the linear phase FIR filter P to
ϕf . Having compensated the group delays due to filter H
and M , ϕf,e is obtained. If P has unitary DC gain, it does
not introduce errors when considering a sinusoidal steady-
state, positive sequence input signal. However, input filter H
produces a phase shift which biases the estimation of the
phase angle. Neglecting the effect of X̄d, this phase shift only
depends on the frequency deviation. Therefore, the bias can
be removed as for the magnitude estimation. Assuming that
H is a linear phase FIR or a Bessel IIR filter having a cutoff
frequency not lower than |ω1 − ω0|, it can be written:

ϕe(nTs) = ϕ1 + (ω1 − ω0)nTs+

+KP̃ [j(ωd − ω1)] sin{(ωd − ω1)[nTs + τH(∆fe)] + ϕK}
(31)

where P̃ is the amplitude response of filter P . Since both
the magnitude and angle of the synchrophasor have been
estimated, it is possible to compute the TVE as defined by the
standard. Its expression can be noticeably simplified reminding
that K is much lower than one; after some computations
omitted for the sake of brevity it results:

TVE(nTs)= K√
2

√
A2+P 2[j(ωd−ω1)]+

{A2−P 2[j(ωd−ω1)]} cos{[2(ωd−ω1)[nTs+τH(∆fe)]+2ϕK}
(32)

while its peak value is given by the following compact
equation:

TVEmax = K max{|A|, P [j(ωd − ω1)]} (33)

B. Dynamic tests
When considering dynamic conditions, the different three-

phase test signals suggested in [1] and [2] have to be applied.
In the following, the algorithm response to amplitude and
phase angle modulations, frequency ramps and amplitude
or phase step signals are discussed in detail, deriving the
corresponding estimation errors.

1) Amplitude and phase modulation: The generic ampli-
tude and phase modulated three-phase signal is considered as
follows:

xp(t) =
√

2X(1 + kx cos(ωmt))·
· cos [ω0t+ ϕ+ φp − ka cos(ωmt)]

(34)

where p ∈ {a, b, c}, φp ∈ {0,− 2
3π,

2
3π}, ωm = 2πfm.

fm is the modulation frequency, while kx and ka are the
modulation depths for amplitude and phase angle, respectively.
From (11) the space vector in a nominal frequency reference
frame becomes:

x̄(t) =
1√
3
X(1 + kx cos(ωmt))·[

3ej[ϕ−ka cos(ωmt)] + e−j[2ω0t+ϕ−ka cos(ωmt)](1 + ᾱ+ ᾱ2)
]

= X̄1(1 + kx cos(ωmt))e
−jka cos(ωmt)

(35)

where the last equality is obtained by recognizing that 1 +
ᾱ + ᾱ2 = 0 and thus the 2ω0 terms are canceled, while
X̄1 =

√
3Xejϕ. An ideal PMU returns exactly the positive

sequence synchrophasor X̄1,+,S that is equal to the space vec-
tor x̄. Furthermore, an ideal PMU would estimate frequency
f and ROCOF with zero errors, hence:

f(t) = f0 + ka
ωm
2π

sin(ωmt)

ROCOF(t) = ka
ω2
m

2π
cos(ωmt)

(36)

In the following, formulas for the maximum errors in the
specific test cases are reported.

a) Amplitude modulation: First, the amplitude modu-
lation (ka = 0) is considered. After sampling the phase
quantities, the filtered space vector results:

x̄f (nTs) = X̄1[1 + kxH(jωm) cos(ωmt+ 6 H̄(jωm))] (37)

where it is clear that the phase angle of x̄f (t) is ϕf (t) =
ϕ. As aforementioned, the frequency is estimated by means
of the FIR filter F , thus resulting in a computed frequency
deviation ∆fe = F (j0)ϕ = 0, since the derivator filter has
zero DC amplitude. For this reason, the maximum frequency
error is FEmax = 0. The same consideration holds for ROCOF
(RFEmax = 0).

The phasor amplitude estimation leads to the following
expression (assuming M(j0) = 1, and using the amplitude
responses M̃ , H̃ of filter M and H , respectively):

xe(nTs) = X1(1 +kxM̃(jωm)H̃(jωm) cos(ωmnTs+αHM ))
(38)
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being:

αHM = ωmτH(0) + 6
(
H̄(jωm)

H̃(jωm)

)
(39)

Scalloping loss due to filter H has now to be compensated;
since a zero frequency deviation has been measured, it results
in a correction factor H(j0) = 1 which does not affect the
estimation.

Phase estimation is very simple being ϕf = ϕ. The FIR
filtering (for instance, the least squares estimation) leads to an
unbiased phase estimation, assuming unitary DC gain of P .
From these assumptions, the maximum TVE of the estimated
synchrophasor can be derived (see Appendix B for details) as
follows:

TVEmax =
[1 + M̃(jωm)H̃(jωm)]

1
|kx| − 1

(40)

b) Phase modulation: With a similar approach the maxi-
mum TVE expression can be derived for the phase modulation
test. In this case, the digitally filtered space vector signal
becomes (H(j0) = 1 still supposed):

x̄f (nTs) = X̄1(1− jkaH(jωm) cos(ωmt+ 6 H̄(jωm)))

' X̄1e
−jkaH(jωm) cos(ωmt+6 H̄(jωm)) (41)

where the approximation holds for small modulation depths.
Phase and frequency can be obtained by means of filter P and
F . It is possible to show that (see Appendix B for details) the
maximum frequency error, when H is a symmetrical FIR or
Bessel filter, results:

FEmax = |kafm||1−
F̃ (jωm)

fm
H̃(jωm)| (42)

Analogously, the derivation of ROCOF can be obtained con-
sidering the double differentiator R. The maximum error
becomes:

RFEmax = |2πkaf2
m||1−

R̃(jωm)

2πf2
m

H̃(jωm)| (43)

Besides, after a few passages reported in Appendix B, an ap-
proximate expression for the maximum TVE can be obtained
as follows:

(44)TVEmax ' |ka||1− H̃(jωm)P̃ (jωm)|

thus corresponding, approximately, to the attenuation of the
phase filter chain at the modulation frequency.

2) Input step change tests: Input step change tests require
to apply a three phase balanced signal at the rated frequency
which contains a step change in either amplitude or phase.
Supposing that the step occurs in t = 0, an ideal PMU should
return exactly the frequency f0, zero ROCOF and an estimated
positive sequence synchrophasor given by:

X̄1,+,S(t) = X̄1[1 + kx u(t)]ejkau(t) (45)

being u(t) the unity step function, kx and ka the amplitude
and phase jump step size respectively.

a) Amplitude step change test: First of all, let us consider
the amplitude step change test, which corresponds to kx 6= 0,
ka = 0 in (45). As usual, the proposed algorithm requires to
sample the waveforms and compute the space vector on the
synchronous reference frame:

x̄(nTs) = X̄1[1 + kx u(nTs)] (46)

Then, filter H has to be applied to the real and imaginary
parts of x̄, thus obtaining x̄f . Introducing h as its unit step
response:

x̄f (nTs) = X̄1[1 + kx h(nTs)] (47)

The phase angle of the filtered space vector is constant.
Therefore, the proposed algorithm returns theoretically zero
frequency deviation and ROCOF, thus leading to zero FE and
RFE in this test.

The magnitude of the synchrophasor is estimated by ap-
plying the FIR filter M . Let us introduce mh as the unit
step response of the cascade of filters M and H . Since H
(other than M ) has unity DC gain and the estimated frequency
deviation is zero, the compensation of its frequency response
has no effect. However, the group delays introduced by the
filters have to be taken into account, therefore:

x̄e(nTs) = X̄1[1 + kx mh(nTs + τH(0) + τM )] (48)

The synchrophasor phase angle is computed by applying the
FIR filter P to the phase of x̄f . Since this phase angle is
constant, P has unity DC gain and the estimated frequency
deviation is zero, ϕf = ϕ.

From the magnitude and phase estimations of the positive
sequence synchrophasor, the TVE can be computed as:

TVE(nTs) = |kx mh(nTs + τH(0) + τM )| n < 0

TVE(nTs) =
|kx|

1 + kx
|mh(nTs + τH(0) + τM )− 1| n > 0

(49)
b) Phase step change test: The same procedure will be

applied to the phase step change test, hence ka 6= 0, kx = 0. In
this case, sampling the time-domain waveforms and computing
the space vector on the rotating reference frame leads to:

x̄(nTs) = X̄1e
jkau(nTs) ' X̄1[1 + jka u(nTs)] (50)

being ka � 1. First of all, the low-pass filter H has to be
applied to the real and imaginary part of x̄, thus obtaining x̄f :

x̄f (nTs) = X̄1[1 + jka h(nTs)] ' X̄1e
jkah(nTs) (51)

As usual, the frequency is estimated by applying the FIR
differentiator F to the phase angle of x̄f . Introducing fh as
the unit step response of the cascade between filter F and H
and compensating the group delays, the estimated frequency
results:

fe(nTs) = f0 + ∆fe(nTs)

= f0 + ka fh(nTs + τH(0) + τF ) (52)

The effect of the estimated frequency on the group delay
compensation has been neglected: it is extremely small since
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H is a symmetrical FIR or Bessel IIR filter. Hence, the
frequency error can be easily computed as:

FE(nTs) = |ka fh(nTs + τH(0) + τF )| (53)

In a similar fashion, ROCOF is computed from the phase
of x̄f by applying the FIR double differentiator R. Being
rh the unit step response of the cascade of filter H and R,
having compensating the group delays, the ROCOF estimation
is given by:

ROCOFe(nTs) = ka rh(nTs + τH(0) + τR) (54)

and the corresponding RFE:

RFE(nTs) = |ka rh(nTs + τH(0) + τR)| (55)

The magnitude of the positive sequence synchrophasor is
estimated by taking the magnitude of x̄f , applying filter M
and compensating the effect of filter H . Since xf is constant
while M(j0) = 1 and H(j0) = 1, it can be written:

xe =
X1

H(j2π∆fe)
' X1 (56)

having noticed that the estimated frequency deviation is very
small and that the magnitude response of H has nil derivative
near zero.

After that, the phase of the positive sequence synchrophasor
have to be assessed. It is obtained by applying filter P to the
phase of x̄f . Defining ph as the unit step response of the
cascade between filter H and P and compensating the group
delays, the estimated phase angle ϕe results:

ϕe(nTs) = ka ph(nTs + τH(0) + τP ) (57)

As for the magnitude estimation, compensating the phase shift
introduced by H has a negligible impact on phase angle
estimation, since the evaluated frequency deviation is very
small and H is exactly or almost linear-phase in the passband.

The estimated synchrophasor can be computed and the TVE
is obtained:

TVE(nTs) = |ejka ph(nTs−τH(0)−τP ) − 1|'
' |ka ph(t− τH(0)− τP )|

n < 0

TVE(nTs) = |ejka ph(nTs−τH(0)−τP ) − ejka |'
' |ka| |ph(t− τH(0)− τP )− 1|

n > 0

(58)
3) Frequency ramp test: Considering the frequency ramp

test, the sampled space vector signal can be represented with
respect to the ramp initial instant as:

x̄(nTs) = X̄1e
jπRf (nTs)2 (59)

where Rf is the constant ROCOF value. When considering
a generic PMU measurement instant tr = nrTs during the
ramp, (59) can be easily written considering the angular speed
∆ωr = 2πRf tr = ωr−ω0. The filtered signal at the first stage
thus depends on H̄(j2πRf tr) and it is possible to show that
the phase is ϕf (nTs) ' ϕr+Rf tr(nTs− tr)+ 6 H̄(jωr). For
this reason, both the frequency and the ROCOF estimations
lead to the exact values if the coefficients of F and R are

normalized so that they give as outputs Rf tr and Rf , re-
spectively. With this assumption, the amplitude compensation
at each measurement point follows straightforwardly, while
phase compensation depends on 6 H̄(jωr) and the group delay
compensation is performed as previously discussed for the
other test conditions.

V. FILTER DESIGN

The expressions reported in the previous section allow
predicting the measurement performance of the proposed PMU
algorithms starting from the frequency response functions and
unit step responses of the digital filters H , M , P , F and R.
This permits a quick adjustment of said filters in order to
meet the user’s requirements, as, for example, those indicated
by specific performance goals for the tests suggested by [1]
and [2].

The input filter H is extremely critical: its task is to remove
most part of the disturbances, thus has a significant impact on
all of the performance tests. As stated before, H can be a linear
phase FIR but also a Bessel IIR low pass filter, characterized
by a step response without overshoot or ringing and an almost
linear phase within its passband. The latter choice permits to
reduce the computational burden of the algorithm as in [17],
even if best performance is achieved by using a symmetrical
FIR filter, as in this paper.

It should also be noticed that, under the assumptions in-
troduced above, for most of the tests the limits in terms of
maximum TVE, FE or RFE can be translated into constraints
about the amplitude responses of the filters. Hence, in order
to comply with these limits, the low-pass, symmetrical FIR
filters H , M and P can be designed by using the equiripple
method, thus specifying passband and stopband frequencies
and magnitudes. Their coefficients have to be normalized in
order to have unitary DC gain, which permits to achieve a
theoretically zero error under stationary conditions.

Filters F and R are key to achieve remarkable performances
in terms of FE and RFE during the harmonic distortion and
out-of-band interference tests, which are notoriously the most
severe ones. They have been designed as band-limited, linear-
phase FIR differentiators by specifying the stopband frequency
and a very high stopband weight coefficient in order to increase
attenuation above passband. The coefficients of filter F have
to be scaled so that its output is unitary when the input
signal phase angle is a ramp having a slope of 2π rad/s,
which ensures a theoretically zero FE in off-nominal system
frequency conditions. Similarly, the coefficients of filter R
should be normalized in order to obtain a unitary output with
a parabolic input signal having an amplitude of π rad/s2. In
this way, the steady-state RFE is theoretically zero during a
frequency ramp.

Satisfying the constraints about the amplitude responses
of the filters allows compliance with the limits indicated by
[2] for steady-state and modulation tests. Usually, also the
frequency ramp test can be easily passed. However, the latency
of the algorithm has to be checked: it can be easily obtained
from the group delays of the filters, leaving an adequate margin
for computation. Finally, the results of the input step change
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TABLE I
EXAMPLE OF FILTER PARAMETERS FOR THE DESIGN OF A P-CLASS PMU

Filter Passband Stopband Passband Stopband
Frequency Frequency Ripple Ripple

[Hz] [Hz] (linear units) (linear units)
H 2 50 2e-3 0.03
M 2 50 0.01 0.03
P 2 50 0.01 0.03

Filter Passband Stopband Filter Stopband
Frequency Frequency Order Weight

[Hz] [Hz] (linear units)
F 2 50 36 100
R 2 50 36 1000

tests can be predicted by using the analytical formulas based
on the step responses of the filters and compared with the
limits.

VI. TEST RESULTS

In the following, examples of filter design parameters which
allow the algorithm to comply with M and P performance
classes are reported, together with the test results obtained
according to the standard. Since [2] does not specify the
maximum values of RFE for the harmonic distortion and out-
of-band interference tests, the limits reported in [1] have been
considered here. A sampling rate as low as 800 Hz has been
selected (as in [1], Annex C); it allows reducing the number of
filter taps and hence the computational burden. However, an
adequate anti-aliasing filter is required; alternatively, the elec-
trical quantities can be sampled with a much higher rate, then
decimated after digital filtering. This choice allows avoiding
the accuracy degradation due to drift of passive components. In
any case, a proper design of these filters does not significantly
affect the performance achieved by the proposed algorithm.
The results refer to a reporting rate Fs = 50 phasors/s, which
is the highest mandatory value set by the standard for PMUs
operating in 50 Hz systems.

The P-class PMU example is considered at first; the filter
design parameters reported in Table I have been employed.
This choice allows in a simple way the compliance with the
requirements of [2], as summarized by Table II. For each
test result, the maximum value for the testing conditions
and, between parentheses, the corresponding limit found with
the analytic expressions illustrated in previous sections are
reported. Between brackets, the limit requested by the stan-
dard is always indicated as a reference. It is clear that the
predictions of the analytical formulas are extremely close to
the test results, which in turn are far below the limits. Results
confirm that thanks, above all, to the design of filter H and
its compensation at the estimated frequency, the errors are
almost zero in off-nominal frequency conditions. Harmonic
disturbances are strongly attenuated by the cascade of filters:
for instance, FE is reduced due to the contributions of H and
F stopbands. The theoretical PMU latency, due to the filter
length, is 36.2 ms.

As for the M-class PMU design, a similar strategy can be
adopted and the filter parameters reported in Table III have
been considered. Also in this case, the predicted maximum

TABLE II
ACCURACY RESULTS FOR THE DESIGNED P-CLASS PMU; ANALYTICAL

PREDICTIONS REPORTED IN ROUND BRACKETS, LIMITS IN SQUARE
BRACKETS

Test TVE FE RFE
[%] [mHz] [Hz/s]

Off-nominal ∼ 0 [1] ∼ 0 [5] ∼ 0 [0.4]

[48− 52] Hz (0) (0) (0)

Harmonics 6.74 · 10−4 [1] 4.27 · 10−2 [5] 0.0532 [0.4]

[2nd harm.] (6.72 · 10−4) (4.27 · 10−2) (0.0532)

Amplitude 0.077 [3] 0 [60] ∼ 0 [2.3]

modulation (0.077) (0) (0)

Phase 0.069 [3] 1.74 [60] 0.021 [2.3]

modulation (0.069) (1.74) (0.021)

Frequency 0.028 [1] 9.8 · 10−5 [10] ∼ 0 [0.4]

ramp (−) (−) (−)

Step test response time delay time over/undershoot
[ms] [ms] [%]

tTVE
a tFE

b tRFE
c

Amplitude 27.5 [40] 0 [90] 0 [120] ∼ 0 [5] 0 [5]

step (27.5) (0) (0) (0) (0)

Phase 32.5 [40] 67.5 [90] 72.5 [120] ∼ 0 [5] ∼ 0 [5]

step (32.5) (67.5) (72.5) (0) (0)

athe time during which TVE is outside the steady-state limit.
bthe time during which FE is outside the steady-state limit.
cthe time during which RFE is outside the steady-state limit.

TABLE III
EXAMPLE OF FILTER PARAMETERS FOR THE DESIGN OF A M-CLASS PMU

Filter Passband Stopband Passband Stopband
Frequency Frequency Ripple Ripple

[Hz] [Hz] (linear units) (linear units)
H 5 25 2e-3 0.03
M 5 25 0.01 0.01
P 5 25 0.01 0.01

Filter Passband Stopband Filter Stopband
Frequency Frequency Order Weight

[Hz] [Hz] (linear units)
F 5 25 128 100
R 5 25 128 1000

TVE, FE and RFE are very close to those achieved during
the tests, and they are far below the required limits for the
maximum reporting rate of 50 phasors/s, as shown in Table
IV (which uses the same notation as Table II for the limits and
analytical predictions). The main difference with respect to P-
class design is due to the out-of-band interference test: in this
case, disturbance rejection requires filters having a significant
attenuation from half of the reporting rate (as reported in Table
III) which unavoidably results in a narrower passband. The
theoretical latency is 124 ms, as defined by filter lengths, with
respect to a limit equal to 140 ms.

The reported examples are intended to show the high level
of flexibility allowed by the proposed approach in PMU de-
sign. As aforementioned, the standard [1], Annex C, suggests
to use a demodulation and filtering approach for both P and
M classes. In that case, a single filter is used for disturbance
rejection while frequency and ROCOF are obtained by discrete
derivatives of the estimated phase angle. For this reason, the
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TABLE IV
ACCURACY RESULTS FOR THE DESIGNED M-CLASS PMU; ANALYTICAL

PREDICTIONS REPORTED IN ROUND BRACKETS, LIMITS IN SQUARE
BRACKETS

Test TVE FE RFE
[%] [mHz] [Hz/s]

Off-nominal ∼ 0 [1] ∼ 0 [5] ∼ 0 [0.1]

[45− 55] Hz (0) (0) (0)

Harmonics 2.22 · 10−3 [1] 1.1 · 10−2 [25] 4.6 · 10−4 [6]

[2nd harm.] (2.06 · 10−3) (1.1 · 10−2) (4.6 · 10−4)

Out-of-band 2.16 · 10−2 [1.3] 1.41 [10] 0.0153 [0.1]

interference (2.14 · 10−2) (1.41) (0.0154)

Amplitude 0.249 [3] 0 [300] ∼ 0 [14]

modulation (0.249) (0) (0)

Phase 0.225 [3] 2.13 [300] 3.32 [14]

modulation (0.224) (2.16) (3.32)

Frequency 0.030[1] 1.5 · 10−2[10] ∼ 0 [0.2]

ramp (−) (−) (−)

Step test response time delay time over/undershoot
[ms] [ms] [%]

tTVE tFE tRFE

Amplitude 37.5 [140] 0 [280] 0 [280] 0 [5] 4.34 [10]

step (37.5) (0) (0) (0) (4.34)

Phase 42.5 [140] 120 [280] 174 [280] 0 [5] 4.33 [10]

step (42.5) (120) (174) (0) (4.34)

performance in terms of FE and RFE relies only on the filter
stopband and passband behavior. Focusing on the suggested
M-class filter (sample rate is the same as in the proposed
implementation, 800 Hz, and Fs = 50 phasors/s), it achieves
higher TVE values with respect to Table IV under off-nominal
(0.113 %) and frequency ramp conditions (0.088 %), while FE
and, above all, RFE are considerably larger in presence of
harmonics (max RFE = 8.3 Hz/s, for harmonic order k = 7)
and interharmonics (max RFE = 2.0 Hz/s, for example, when
the interharmonic frequency is 98 Hz). These results strongly
depend on the specific filter design, but they show how
the proposed approach allows more degrees of freedom, for
instance, in frequency and ROCOF estimation. In the M-class
design example, the stopbands of the differentiators allowed
achieving high rejection of out-of-band interferences, but the
flexible architecture based on five filters permits to tailor
the phasor, frequency and ROCOF measurement performance
separately, in order to cope with specific requirements.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes a flexible approach for synchrophasor,
frequency and ROCOF estimation which exploits the space
vector transformation and digital filters. The computations
are performed in time domain, thus avoiding spectral leakage
effects which are typical of DFT-based techniques under off-
nominal frequency conditions. Since the algorithm is concep-
tually extremely simple, its performance in terms of TVE,
FE, RFE and step response can be predicted by means of
simple analytical expressions, starting from the filter coeffi-
cients. From another point of view, these expressions allow an
effective filter design in order to suit specific accuracy targets.
As examples, the proposed approach has been employed to
design two PMU algorithms which are able to meet all M-class

and P-class requirements with ample margin. Performance
predicted by using the analytical expressions results to be
extremely close to that obtained by simulation.

APPENDIX A
MAGNITUDE ESTIMATION FOR STEADY-STATE TESTS

Let us start from the magnitude of the filtered space vector;
(22) can be written as:

xf (nTs) = d(nTs)H[j(ω1 − ω0)]X1 (A.1)

Being K much smaller than one, the expression of d can be
linearized in K:

d(nTs) = 1 +K cos[(ωd − ω1)nTs + ϕK ] (A.2)

The magnitude of the filtered space vector can be obtained
by applying filter M to xf . The group delays of filter M and H
have to be compensated, as well as the magnitude response of
filter H which only depends on the frequency deviation. In this
way, the estimated synchrophasor magnitude xe is obtained as:

xe(nTs) = {1 +KM̃ [j(ωd − ω1)]·

· cos[(ωd−ω1)(nTs+ τH(∆fe)) +ϕK ]}H[j(ω1 − ω0)]

H(j2π∆fe)
X1

(A.3)

From (25) the frequency deviation contains an oscillating
component due to the disturbance; therefore, also H(j2π∆fe)
contains an alternating term. Since this oscillation is small, a
first order expansion can be employed. This leads to:

H(j2π∆fe) = H[(j(ω1 − ω0)] + 2π
dH(jω)

dω

∣∣∣∣
ω=ω1−ω0

·

·KF̃ [(jωd − ω1)] cos{(ωd − ω1)[nTs + τH(∆fe)] + ϕK}

(A.4)

Substituting (A.4) in (29), while reminding that the os-
cillating part of H(j2π∆fe) is small, permits to obtain the
analytical expression (29) of the estimated synchrophasor
magnitude.

APPENDIX B
TVE AND FE FOR MODULATION TESTS

A. Amplitude modulation
From the amplitude (38) and phase estimations, TVE can

be written as:

TVE(nTs) =
|kx|

1 + kx cos(ωmnTs)
·

· |(1− M̃(jωm)H̃(jωm) cosαHM ) cos(ωmnTs)

+ M̃(jωm)H̃(jωm) sinαHM sin(ωmnTs)| (B.1)

and defining:

θM , arctan 2
(
M̃(jωm)H̃(jωm) sinαHM ,

1− M̃(jωm)H̃(jωm) cosαHM

)
(B.2)

the expression becomes:

TVE(nTs) =
|kx cos(ωmnTs − θM )|

1 + kx cos(ωmnTs)
·

·
√

1 + [M(jωm)H(jωm)]2 − 2M̃(jωm)H̃(jωm) cosαHM

(B.3)
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From (B.3) it is simple to derive the maximum TVE expression
(40).

B. Phase modulation

From (41), phase and frequency can be obtained by means
of P̄ and F̄ filters. The frequency estimation thus results in:

∆fe(nTs − τF − τH(∆fe,f )) = −kaF (jωm)H(jωm)·
· cos(ωmnTs + 6 H̄(jωm) + 6 F̄ (jωm)) (B.4)

where group delay compensation has been performed. Re-
minding that F is a linear phase, band-limited differentiator,
it follows:

∆fe(nTs) = kaF̃ (jωm)H̃(jωm) sin(ωmnTs + αHP ) (B.5)

where αHP = ωmτH(∆fe)+ 6
(
H̄(jωm)

H̃(jωm)

)
. From such expres-

sions the frequency error is easily computed:

FE(nTs) = |kafm|·

|sin(ωmnTs)−
F̃ (jωm)

fm
H̃(jωm) sin(ωmnTs + αHP )|

(B.6)

and, after a few passages, it follows:

FE(nTs) = |kafm|· cos(ωmnTs + θP )·√√√√1 +

[
F̃ (jωm)

fm
H̃(jωm)

]2

− 2
F̃ (jωm)

fm
H(jωm) cosαHP

(B.7)

where:

θF , arctan 2

(
1−

[
F (jωm)

fm
H(jωm) cosαHP

]
,

F (jωm)

fm
H(jωm) sinαHP

)
(B.8)

From (B.7) it is easy to derive the maximum frequency
error:

FEmax = |kafm|·

·

√√√√1 +

[
F̃ (jωm)

fm
H̃(jωm)

]2

− 2
F̃ (jωm)

fm
H̃(jωm) cosαHP

(B.9)

and considering a symmetrical FIR filter or a Bessel filter for
H̄ , (B.9) reduces to (42).

From the filtered space vector (41), it is clear that xf = X1,
that is unaltered when filtered by M . However, the amplitude
compensation for filter H leads to xe(nTs) = X1

H(j2π∆fe) .
Considering the expression of estimated frequency deviation
in (B.5), the estimated amplitude is:

xe(nTs) ' X1

(
1− dH(jω)

dω

∣∣∣
ω=0

2πkaF̃ (jωm)H̃(jωm) sin(ωmnTs + αHP )
)

(B.10)
where H is approximated with its first order Maclaurin ex-
pansion.

Starting again from (41) and filtering the phase angle by P ,
it is possible to obtain the realigned phase estimation:

ϕe(nTs) = ϕ− kaH̃(jωm)P̃ (jωm) cos(ωmnTs + αHP )+

− 6 H̄(j2π∆fe)− 2π∆feτH(∆fe) (B.11)

If the filter delay for H̄ can be considered constant in the
passband and thus τH(∆fe) = − d6 H̄

dω

∣∣∣
ω=0

:

ϕe(nTs) = ϕ− kaH̃(jωm)P̃ (jωm) cos(ωmnTs + αHP ) (B.12)

The estimated TVE can be calculated from (B.10) and (B.12):

TVE(nTs) =

∣∣∣∣(1 − dH(jω)

dω

∣∣∣∣
ω=0

2πkaF̃ (jωm)H̃(jωm)

sin(ωmnTs + αHP ))e−jkaH̃(jωm)P̃ (jωm) cos(ωmnTs+αHP )

−e−jka cos(ωmnTs)
∣∣∣ (B.13)

With the aforementioned assumptions on H , αHP ' 0 hence
the maximum TVE becomes:

TVEmax ' |ka|·√[
dH(jω)
dω

∣∣∣
ω=0

2πF̃ (jωm)H̃(jωm)
]2

+ [1− H̃(jωm)P̃ (jωm)]2

(B.14)

that can be approximated as in (44).
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